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Lost,
But Not Forgotten

J

A letter from the Editor.

ust a few months ago on
a trip to West Africa, I was
asked to speak in a couple
of prisons. Even though
I am a veteran of these kind of
invitations, if I am completely honest,
these can be some of the most frightening experiences I endure.
For those who have only seen prison
in the movies or on television, such a
visit elicits a far too subtle reaction.
Only someone who has actually visited can truly appreciate the dangers
and fears. In developing and third
world countries, the atmosphere is
entirely different, far less controlled
and sanitary than what prisoners in
the United States experience.
So as we made our way over miles
and miles of dirt road, in the extreme
heat of the day, we finally arrived
to what can only be described as a
decrepit building, certainly uninhabitable in our culture. We are greeted
by a couple of enthusiastic guards,
perhaps glad to just see people since
they are so isolated. I soon learn
there are only three guards for the
whole prison.
We made our way through an unimpressive doorway meant to keep the
prisoners in and soon to keep me in
4
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Ron Barnes with a translator speaking in a prison in Aneho.

Prisoners listening to the Gospel presentation in Aneho.

as well. Once in, there are no “cells,”
no handcuffs or chains, and no prison
guards, just prisoners and preachers.

But as I spoke, I began to see the
Word of God soften the entire crowd.
They settled down to a hush and
even the Muslims leaned in to hear
the Word. Soon I became completely
at ease with my surroundings and
was able to have great freedom and
liberty to interact with the crowd,
which they seemed eager to do. My
concerns all wiped away by a confidence that I was in the Lord’s hand,
there on His divine assignment.
And twenty came to Christ as I closed.

As my translator began to introduce
me I have to confess again my fear.
I stood in front of hundreds of men,
now closing in, dirty, half clothed,
some kind faces, but those faces
were drowned out by those who appeared angry and ready to antagonize
the Christian teaching. I am also distracted by the bugs and lice everywhere and the Muslims sitting near
little small fires sharpening some
sort of tools.
When I begin to speak, I immediately begin to wish I had memorized my
sermon as I hold up my iPad and see
them eye it, inching closer and closer
every moment I spoke.

As we made our way out of the prison,
many brought gifts, asked for prayer,
and tearfully thanked me for not
allowing them to be forgotten in
prison. Their spouses, children,
parents, and friends have all but
forgotten them, society has hidden
them away. But they thanked me for

my message that encouraged them
that God was right there beside
them…He and His messenger from
America have not forgotten them.
About nine million people worldwide are believed to be in prison,
mostly forgotten. Another 355 million
live where there is no church, no
preacher, and no missionary. There
is much work to do yet in the great
commission, many more disciples to
be made. At Source of Light we aim
to go to the Lost and bring them the
news, the Good News, that they are
not forgotten.
After years of serving as a
pastor, teacher, and church
planting missionary, Rev.
Ron J. Barnes Jr. now serves
as the General Director and
CEO for SLM.
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Until The Lost
Know They Are
Not Forgotten

D

espite the government’s
green light for the expansion of
churches all over our country,
church planting in Togo remains
a tedious task and faces a lot of
challenges, especially for the missions
who teach the truth of the Gospel as
it is. Most communities, therefore,
display hostility to true Christianity in
various ways.
Sometimes church planting attempts
face spiritual and physical challenges
as well. In the town of Aneho, one of
the areas in the South of Togo, the
indigenous openly display their pagan
beliefs and spiritual powers during
evangelism campaigns. The aims
of these challenges are to frighten
evangelists and instill fright in the
minds of those likely to repent. In
some other areas, evangelists face
verbal threats, violent oppositions,
and mockery. In some rural areas,
village people use powers of darkness
to cast spells onto God’s people but
in vain. Sometimes, failing in their
6
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Pastor Sika announcing the start of the Bethany Baptist Church to the first converts in Fiokondji.

attempts to harm Christians, they
rather use their powers to destroy
materials used for evangelism, pro
voke accidents, or even make rain fall
in order to make open-air evangelism
impossible.

areas, truly lost, but we could not
forget them, no matter the danger.

In my own native village, during my
last evangelism campaign, personally
I was openly threatened with death
by an old witch. But praise the Lord
that, though I was victim of a car accident, I was miraculously protected by
the Lord.

The Lord brought us a school teacher from that village who moved away
many years before and became a
Christian. His desire had always
been to return with the Gospel. Using
the vehicle of education, we worked
with him to establish a school, the
only one available in this village.
This would be the springboard and
catalyst for the Gospel in that town
and to start a church.

When we first visited the village of
Fiokondji, we were openly threatened
and chased away by a group of people who displayed their hostility to our
evangelistic efforts in their area. But
we knew we must return, they were
among many Togolese unreached

Following the start of the school,
the village leadership was still quite
antagonistic to the use of our Bible
lessons with the students, which had
spread to some adults as well. We
decided to use the visit last spring
of our General Director, Ron Barnes,

as an occasion to have him preach,
give an invitation, and then announce
we would begin a church the following
Sunday with those new believers. We
felt his visit might soften the hearts
of the villagers and leadership.
It was truly an anointed event and as
he shared, the leadership seemed
to soften as he spoke and seemed
to pay close attention to his message. Many were saved that day and
the church was established right on
that spot.
But it wasn’t long before the church
in Fiokondji began to undergo excessive persecution and the population
told us to leave the school premises
where we started worshiping God.
They refused to rent us a place to
worship and now we either have to

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin |
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Looking for a Gap Year, a way
to study and serve God for a year,
or just some inspiration?

Villagers listening intently as Ron Barnes preached.

buy land or leave the village. They
have also made the prices so high
it is not affordable, not to mention
unreasonable. Workers from the
village are refusing to help build it.
So the high price of land, the need
to bring in outside builders, and the
escalated prices of materials will
make it very difficult to build.

forbade their children to no longer
come, fearing that their animist belief will disappear completely, and
others feared the retribution and per
secution.
But we’ll not stop, not in Aneho, not in
Fiokondji, not in Togo, no matter what
the cost, until the lost know they are
not forgotten.

Further complicating things is the
false accusations, by the villagers,
against the headmaster of the school
that helped us to start this work and
who unfairly put him in the prison of
Aného. As of this writing the director
is still an inmate there.
The church that began with 87 people, today is reduced to 27 including
eleven teenagers, nine adults, and
seven children because the parents
8
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Join

Take Bible Institute Classes,* learn various
aspects of missions from experienced missionaries,
and take a mission trip at the end of the semester.
All for only $8,000, plus raise support for the mission trip.
Visit:
www.sourcelight.org/opportunities/extreme-assignment/

Having served with SLM
many years, Sika Yawo,
branch Director of Togo, is
heavily involved in church
planting, prison ministry,
and reaching children.

Contact Brenda Barnes:
bbarnes@slmin.org
706.342.0397
*Extreme Assignment is accepted as up to
4 semesters of credit at four various Bible Colleges.

Extreme Assignment
Looking for a Gap Year, a way to study and serve God, or just some inspiration?

H

igh school, college, career,
get married and raise a family of
your own, this is the life so many of
us were unwittingly raised for. While
there is nothing inherently wrong with
this life, I fear many people follow the
common pattern and miss something
so much better. From the time we are
little we are asked what we want to
be when we grow up: veterinarian,
scientist, astronaut, or even president; but how often are we asked
what God wants us to be?
My name is Sarah, and when I was
little I wanted to be a cat when I grew
up. As people continued to ask me
what I wanted to be, I was informed
rather quickly that I could not be a cat,
so I decided to be a giraffe instead.
I guess I missed the point. Throughout school, I never had a dream job,
but knew I wanted to serve God. I first
heard of the Extreme Assignment
program on a mission trip and was
immediately interested.
10
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Extreme Assignment is an apprenticeship training program combining
Biblical class work and practical
missions experience, both foreign
and national. For the ten month pro
gram, you are immersed in the life of
a missionary, meeting missionaries
from around the world and working
side-by-side with the missionaries
of SLM Headquarters in Madison,
Georgia. You also go on a mission
trip and learn first-hand some of the
difficulties and privileges of ministry
in other cultures, and learn to trust
God’s provision and faithfulness as
you and your team raise support and
prepare for the trip.
More importantly, Extreme Assignment is a growing experience. It is
a year dedicated to God and growing in your relationship with Him.
In class you will learn about missions,
doctrines, methods of Bible study,
and so much more, but it is the
experiences out of class that sets

Sarah Dygert on Extreme Assignment with Tory Barnes & Ashley Weidman in East Africa.

Extreme Assignment apart. Hearing
testimonies of God’s faithfulness,
stories from mission fields on the
other side of the world, or the bell
ringing to announce another lost child
has been found is all part of daily life.
Although just sitting with your classmates during break time, poking fun
at someone for dipping his peanut
butter covered Ritz cracker in Earl
Grey Tea (I mean, really, who does
that!) is all it takes to make fantastic
memories and life-long friends.
Whether you have known where God
is leading you from the time you were
a little kid, or, perhaps like me, you
simply know you want to serve God,
the Extreme Assignment Program
is for you. It fosters lifelong friendships and Godly influences and will
help prepare you for whatever God

has in store for the next stages of
life, whether serving on the other
side of the world or in your local
church. I don’t yet know what my next
adventure will be, but I know I will
be prepared because of the lessons
I learned through Extreme Assignment. I can honestly say it was one
of the best decisions of my life.

As an ExA class of 2015
graduate, Sarah Dygert,
currently lives in western
New York and is waiting for
God to make clear her next
Extreme Assignment.
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Lost In A Dark World

F

or the visually impaired,
this world can be a lonely place. Even
in the midst of living in one of the
most developed, most evangelized
countries in the world, I was still
lost…but thankfully not forgotten.
Twelve years ago, through the love
and testimony of my grandparents,
I received Christ.
Immediately upon receiving Christ,
I was consumed with an unquenchable desire to study His Holy Word.
I soon found a small church within
walking distance who received me,
loved me, and began to nourish me
with God’s Word.
I had a heart filled with the joy of the
Lord, and wanted to raise my voice
in song with the rest of the congregation. Unable to read the hymnal;
I couldn’t. Longing to follow along
in scripture reading, as my Pastor
preached, again; I couldn’t, with no
access to a Bible. Desiring to participate in the Sunday school hour, (are
you picking up on the trend here),
you guessed it; I couldn’t. Most of
12
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Retired SLM Missionary, Ben Watson, continuing to
reach the blind and sighted.

Volunteer Gene Gunter running the “Braillers.”

the time I felt like just a spectator of
church, not a participant.

SLM’s Braille Ministries is directed by
Mr. Jim Tilson, who over the past few
years, has directed the transcription
and brailling of countless hymnals,
SLM’s Bible study courses, Sunday
School curriculum, and Our Daily
Bread devotionals to braille readers
throughout the US and beyond.

That began to change on the second
happiest day of my new life when
I received the first few volumes of the
Bible in Braille. It took a tall and wide
bookcase to hold all 17 volumes.
I was thrilled to finally be able to read
His Word for myself. Immediately,
I began studying through an online
Bible college.
A visiting Missionary from SLM, came
to speak at my church. He too was
blind, and yet serving full time at SLM.
I was so encouraged to learn that he
had gone to seminary, and served as
a pastor, before being called to SLM
to establish an outreach to the blind.
I soon knew that I too desired to join
him at SLM.

Additionally, SLM has started a
Braille Bible institute which offers
blind men and women who want to
serve through their local church, or
other ministry organizations, with a
comprehensive Braille Bible study
curriculum they study independently, from the comfort of their homes.
And I now serve as Director of this
Bartimaeus Bible Institute.
Bartimaeus was a blind beggar who
appealed to Jesus for healing. Jesus,

indeed opened his eyes, but more
importantly, Christ opened his heart.
Bartimaeus immediately followed
Jesus. That’s what we wish to accomplish for and through Christ; to make
disciples of the blind.
Vickie London, currently enrolled in
SLM’s Bartimaeus Bible Institute
writes:
My first encounter with SLM was
around 2013 when I started receiving the Braille edition of Our Daily
Bread. My husband and I use it every morning for our devotional time
together.
I heard that there were Bible courses available in braille. I took My New
Life 1, which was a basic study of
how to become a Christian. I then

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin |
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“Multi-Media”
Methods to
Reach the Lost

B
Stewart Overbey involved in the music ministry of his
local church. (above)

heard about the Bartimaeus Bible
Institute and since I have always
wanted to learn more about God’s
Word and how to study it, I signed
up. I hope to use these courses to
teach others about God’s plan for
their lives.
If you know of a blind individual
who would be interested in receiving the Our Daily Bread devotional,
a Braille hymnal, or even a Bible
study, please contact Jim, or myself,
at 706.342.0397, or email us at:
BrailleMinistries@slmin.org.
Serving in the Media
Outreach Department at
SLM, Stewart Overbey,
disciples blind men and
women as the Director of
Bartimaeus Bible Institute.

14
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Our Daily Bread in Braille. (below)

raille is but one of the
forms of media Source of
Light International seeks
to implement in our quest to make
disciples of all nations. This is why
we broadened the department to the
Multimedia Outreach Department. It
will take a wider variety of media to
engage the Lost.
Soon our goal is to have all our media converted into various electronic
forms available through the internet
and through apps, which we have
shared before, but you may not be
aware we currently are heavily using
our materials through the spoken
word, available in MP3 format, for
particular use on our “Papyrus” machines. These versatile and robust
machines project to an audience of
150+ listeners, particularly useful in
tribal, unreached, unwritten languages, and for the nearly 40% of the
world who are considered illiterate.
These machines are equipped with
an SD slot, meaning the evangelistic
and discipleship courses and training can be recorded and left so that

Braille

hours of additional teaching can be
done at the pace of the listener, and
often long after the itinerant evangelists and preachers leave these remote areas. They are also equipped
with solar charging panels that allow
these machines continual use without requiring electricity.
SLM also has a brand new and fully
ready video recording studio for us to
produce our own training and teaching videos for the basic and Bible Institute courses as God provides the
right personnel.
Pray that God would raise up more
people to work in this department
and that God would expand the borders of our current Multi-Media Outreach Department.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin |
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Plan Ahead: 2016 Year-End Giving

A

s
Source
of
Light
Ministries International
continues to grow and
send out the Word, the
constant demand for
funds to meet the needs
for the various fields becomes more
of a challenge. Through our varied
ministries, your gifts can be a vital
instrument for reaching the lost for
Christ, and building up Christians
in the faith. SLM International will
readily make known to you particular
projects for which funds are needed.
Gifts to the Global Outreach Fund
help sustain the overall ministry,
as well as provide literature for our
Discipleship Training Branches and
other needs.
We are grateful for those the Lord
uses to meet the needs of this
ministry. Thank you for your part.
We would also like to share some
information and suggestions for your
giving and financial planning.

Things to Consider

Analyze Your Responsibility
As you analyze your assets, list them.
Be sure to have a master list of all
your assets, where they are, and in
some cases, how they should be
disposed of, if someone other than
yourself has to care for this.

Tax Planning Ideas
Charitable Gifts
Charitable gifts are generally deductible in amounts up to 50% of
adjusted gross income (AGI) for gifts
of cash, and 30% of AGI for gifts of
appreciated property.
Larger Gifts
Consider making larger gifts in years
when you have more income and will
be in a higher tax bracket. The higher
your tax bracket, the greater the
savings from your gift giving.
Your gifts can be a vital instrument
for reaching the lost for Christ, and
building up the Christians in the faith.

Methods of Giving
Cash
Cash is the all-time favorite.

If you haven’t reviewed your finances
recently, may we suggest you do so
before the end of the year. This may
give you some tax advantages.

Real Estate
Gifts of real estate that have appreciated work much like appreciated
company stock.

Save Your Receipts
Be sure to save all receipts for gifts,
especially those over $250, since
your canceled check is not sufficient
proof of giving. The receipts must
state that no goods or services
were received for the gift. They
must, of course, be from a qualified
nonprofit organization.

Life Insurance
Obtain a policy with your charitable
institution as “owner,” pay the premiums, and the charitable institution
will receive the full value at a future
date. Also, policies that are no longer
needed for the purpose intended may
be changed to designate a nonprofit
organization as the beneficiary.

16
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Your generosity to support the things you love doesn’t need to end.
By planning ahead, your legacy of giving can continue to support the
work of the Kingdom and those you love. By downloading our
“Planned Giving Workbook” at sourcelight.org/plannedgiving
we can make it easy for you. Just fill it out,
save it somewhere safe
and print it out.

Continued on p. 18
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“I Lost My Way, Yet He Found Me!”
Securities
Securities, which have appreciated in
value, make excellent gifts. You can
transfer the stock to the nonprofit
organization before it is sold. When
appreciated securities are donated,
you are entitled to a deduction for
full value, not just the original cost.
This results in a tax deduction based
on “paper profits” you have not yet
realized. If securities have decreased
in value, consider selling them,
thereby creating a loss for tax
purposes, and make deductible gifts
with the cash proceeds.
IRS Giving
An individual may have up to
$100,000 per year of their IRA
balance distributed to a charitable
organization without recognizing
income on the distribution. This must
be made directly to a charitable organization on or after the due date the
account owner reaches age 70 1/2.
The account owner is not allowed a
deduction for the contribution.
Stock Options
Stock certificates may be transferred
to your favorite nonprofit organization. Check this out with your
employer or financial advisor.
Matching Gifts
Some businesses have a “matching fund” program and will match a
gift given by an employee to a nonprofit organization. Check with the
management of your place of employment about this possibility.
Excess Retirement Funds
If you are taking distribution of
tax-sheltered funds, you may want to
18
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check with your financial advisor as
to how to give excess funds without
a tax penalty.
Your Will
Be sure you have a Will. Many people
put this off until it is too late. Your Will
should be reviewed regularly to make
sure it expresses your current desire.
A Godly Will may furnish more for your
favorite ministry than all your other
giving put together. Through your Will
you can plan your final tithe. Things
that you wanted to accomplish for the
Lord during your life-time, and found
impossible, may become a possibility
through your final tithe.

Further Thoughts on Giving
Pray
In all thy ways acknowledge him, and
he shall direct thy paths. Be sure to
ask for God’s wisdom and help as you
work on your stewardship plans.
Worship
Through giving you can offer praise
and thanksgiving to God.
Note
Any gifts requiring a receipt for this
year should be given well before the
end of December 2016.
Your gifts may be made online (check
out our website) or by credit card. If
you phone, please have your credit
card number and expiration date
available.
Serving in a variety of
capacities over his 55
years at SLM, Ray Walker,
now serves as the Chief
Financial Officer for Source
of Light International.

I

Dalila (middle) with two inmates in Peru.

am Ianna from the Philippines.
I knew Jesus since high school,
but later on started living behind
Him. When I finished college
I got in a relationship with a
lesbian for 15 years, and because of my willingness to obey God,
He used my cousin to separate me
of her (I see that now). I got in jail
because of my cousin who convinced
me to work abroad for one month parttime, to buy jewelry and bring back
to her, so I agree with that. I left my
country without saying goodbye to my
family and my girlfriend. When I got in
Lima, Peru, I realized that it was drug
trafficking, so I asked my cousin to
bring me back home, but she did not
listen, so I did not have success with
this, and even was threatened that
something could happen to my family.
So I was arrested.

I called my family to tell them that
I was in jail and asked them for
forgiveness. I heard my father crying.
For two years in jail God did not leave
me. I started attending Bible studies
in prison, taught by Dalila Correa, a
missionary with Source of Light Peru.
God taught me a lot, the difference of
trying to be independent and far from
my family that did not approve what
I was doing. He showed me His
unconditional love, that it was me who
left Him but He did not leave me, so
I got hold on His promise and asked
Him to help me. God taught me that
He did not forget me or forsake me.
After two years in jail, I got the
benefit to be released and go out
on parole. Now I am out of jail and
continue seeking God. I was baptized
in April 2014. God continues working
in my life and I still face difficulties.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin |
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Spotlight: Romania
By Emily P. Meyer

CRISTIAN & RODICA OPREA
International inmates on probation, unable to return home, still completing the SLM courses and being discipled.

My parents died, but I couldn’t be
at home because I can’t leave the
country yet. I still need to complete
my sentence. I almost gave up, but
God is still giving me hope in every
battle. I got a job, a safe house to
sleep, and friends that I can rely on
when I need them, a small group,
and family church. Everything I need
God gave...now. He still continues to
work in my life. I praise Him for all
He did and does for me. I don’t know
yet what I will do at completing my
sentence; to go back to my country or
stay in Peru, but I know He will show me
the path.
Shortly after her marriage to Pablo in 1978,
Dalila Correa (middle right), began serving
with SLM. She leads prison Bible studies
with foreign women and also facilitates online
Bible studies with some who have been
released and returned to their own countries.

20
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Cristian Oprea has served as the
Director of Source of Light in Brasov,
Romania since 1996 along with his
wife, Rodica. Romania claims 80% of
its population is part of the Romanian
Orthodox Church. For much evangelical work, opposition from Orthodox
priests continues to be an obstacle,
especially in remote villages. Another
challenge is that, of the 41 counties
in Romania, evangelical churches are
not evenly distributed. The Opreas
serve at Hope Baptist Church and
work extensively to reach prisoners in Romania and also to disciple
many Christians in seven countries
throughout Europe with SLM courses. Within his ministries, there are
currently over 2,700 active students.
In this post-communist country, family structures have become damaged
as 10–20% of nationals have left

Romania since 1990, many times
leaving their children to live with their
grandparents. Cristian has a vision
to build a halfway house to train and
rehabilitate prisoners released from
incarceration. This will help bring
hope to a nation that has been impacted by brokenness. His dedication
in translating SLM courses into his
Romanian language has the potential to change the lives of thousands
with deeper understanding of what it
means to walk with Christ.
His biggest ministry needs are additional monthly support to rent a
larger space to house the office and
storage for the SLM materials and
funds to purchase a van to increase
ministry possibilities. Pray that the
Lord would provide help to expand
the work in Romania.
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Spotlight: Odisha, India
By Emily P. Meyer

Projects
WWBI Translation Project

Director’s Office & Residence

Location: Indonesia

Location: Haiti

$3,550 is what it will cost to translate

We have currently raised $250 of a
need of $18,500 which will not only
serve as the administrative offices
for the Haitian branch of SLM, but will
also serve as the residence for the
director’s family.

the SLM World Wide Bible Institute
courses for use in our Bible colleges
being established in different parts
of Indonesia.

Conference Center

Tailoring Project

Location: Chile

Location: Oriya, India

$10,000 is needed to build a

$950 is needed to expand the

conference center to be used to
reach the unsaved through seekers
conferences, family and children’s
camps, and for training churches and
church leaders, as well as advanced
training for pastors, church leaders,
and chaplains.

tailoring project which is not only a
means for micro-enterprise, but also
as a way to give Christians a means
of income in a part of India that
prevents Christians from getting a
public job. These funds will purchase
more equipment.

SAMAR PRADHAN FAMILY

The State of Odisha (formerly known
as Orissa) rests in the southern
zone of India on the eastern coast.
Though the nation of India as a whole
is largely Hindu, the second largest
religion represented by the people
of this country is Islam. Samar and
Smruti Pradhan have served with
Source of Light since 1980, working
with Muslims in this region. Samar is
committed to discipleship ministries
and starting small groups. Three
volunteers work with him toward the
goal of starting churches in four different communities. All of his work
is done without support at this time;
$200 would support these ministries.
Additionally, Samar Pradhan is plan
ning a series of camps to provide
training for Christians on how to
reach Muslims. He has a need of
$700 to fund this project. Odisha
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is famous for its ikat textiles, which
are in vogue all around the world.
However, locals live below the poverty
line and many lack the resources to
acquire a trade. The Pradhans have
a business, as a mission project,
which provides education for selfsustaining entrepreneurial skills in
sewing and tailoring clothing. Samar
hopes for four sewing machines to
continue this ministry and this would
be possible if he could raise $400 for
each machine.
One of the greatest needs is for longterm leadership to come to this area
permanently. Pray that God would
send the right man to fulfill this
role and for the financial needs for
each of the projects the Pradhans
are faithfully serving in to be fully
funded.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin |
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Spotlight: Bolivia
By Emily P. Meyer

Projects
PhilSOL Headquarters

Electronic Course Conversion

Location: Philippines
$60,000 is what it will take to

$50,000 is what it will cost in setup,

renovate and rebuild the offices
and warehouse of SLM outside of
Manila. The facility is long overdue
for renovations that will be able to
withstand harsh, monsoon weather,
and keep the materials and staff safe.

travel, electronic software, and
hardware, training, and hosting to
see the courses that have been used
in print available in various electronic
media including web, android and
iPhone apps, and pdf versions.
Currently we have about $5,000.

Orphanage

Vehicle

Location: Myanmar

Location: Romania

$50 per child. SLM has about 40

$18,000 is needed to purchase a

orphans that need sponsoring. We
care for their food, lodging, school
supplies, clothes, and health care in
one of two locations in Myanmar.

vehicle capable of traveling to the
many locations that use the SLM
courses throughout Romania as
well as Moldova on a regular basis
and occasionally to travel to new
potential locations.
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MIGUEL SANCHEZ FAMILY

Bolivia’s Source of Light Director,
Miguel Sanchez, and his wife, Lediz,
have served in this landlocked South
American country since 2003. Their
headquarters is in Santa Cruz and he
pastors about an hour away in Lujan,
where they also live. Miguel hopes to
resume full time with SLM after his
current support of $250 reaches full
support of $700.
The greatest physical needs in this
country of 42 people groups stem
from lack of education, poverty, malnutrition, and a low life expectancy.
Additionally, Bolivia is a nation with
one of the highest income inequalities in the world. Though the land is
agriculturally lush, 45% of the people
of this beautiful country that hosts
a large portion of the Andes Mountain Range live below the poverty
line due to a history of governmental
restrictions that hinder investment

opportunities. The average life expectancy is just under 69 years old.
Miguel’s extensive work takes him to
remote villages, accessible only by
foot or donkey, which brings him to
unreached people groups. The Sanchezes have ministries in prisons,
schools, and the church, in addition to
establishing associate schools which
use the SLM courses. In this part
of the world, even among those who
claim to be Christians, there is still
a large impact left from centuries of
paganism. Despite resistance from
the enemy, the church has experienced tremendous growth within the
last two decades. With full support,
Miguel and Lediz will be able to concentrate their efforts on maximizing
their time to bring the gospel to this
section of the world’s unreached people groups.
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Spotlight: Haiti
By Emily P. Meyer

Projects
Vehicle

School Walls

Location: Liberia

Location: Pakistan

$2,000 is needed to purchase a

$10,000 is needed to build walls

vehicle that will allow the Branch to
have access to other parts of the
country, to deliver lessons, and to
more regularly visit the churches our
director ministers in. Currently he
has $900 of the $2,000.

around each of the schools at the
brick kiln slave sites SLM ministers
in. After the bombing of a school
a few years ago, the government
required all schools to improve
security by building high walls to
protect the students. Each wall is
about $2,000. The students have
not been in school since the bombing
and many have been trafficked while
others have gone missing and then
discovered having been harvested of
vital organs.

Northeast Zone
Location: India
$4,800 is needed to develop and
print songbooks and translate and
print the book Who is Jesus Christ in
Bengali.

Printing Needs for Each Continent for 2017
Africa: $63,000
Asia: $80,000
North America: $35,000
South America: $25,000
Europe: $10,000
26
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CLAUDY JEAN-BAPTISTE FAMILY

Claudy Jean-Baptiste has served as
the Director of Source of Light in Haiti
since 2013, with his wife, Guerrine.
They have two children, Florence and
Joel. Claudy Jean’s story is one of multiplication. Back in the late 1990’s,
Florence Houck and Naomi Amman
started sending him SLM lessons.
While in high school, he finished
everything SLM offered. Now, he is
lighting the torch to make other disciples through his commitment to
reach people by using SLM materials
in French and Creole through church
leadership training, evangelization,
prisons, Christian school, Bible colleges and seminaries, and distributing Bible correspondence courses.
He also helps maintain Associate
Discipleship Schools on the island
and trains their new workers. Portau-Prince, the epicenter of the 2010
earthquake, is where the Baptiste
family lives and where the SLM Head-

quarters building is under construction. Currently they have $75 of their
$1,800 needed monthly support to
operate the Branch and meet personal needs.
Haiti is the poorest country in the
western hemisphere, with 80% of the
population living below the poverty
line. There is a high risk for disease,
a literacy rate just under 61%, a low
life expectancy, and rampant corruption in this country. The earthquake
only compounded the severe destitution and dejection of this island
nation’s people. Though the island
is beautiful, the spiritual condition is
very dark, as voodoo is still commonly practiced and even incorporated
into other religions, such as Roman
Catholicism. Pray as Claudy Jean and
Guerriene diligently serve to bring the
light and hope of Jesus to these people through Source of Light.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin |
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Top 10 Branches Needing Support
1

Bolivia: Miguel Sanchez
Personal support – $700 total needed.
Currently receiving $175 monthly.

2

Chile: Guillermo Salazar
Personal support – $2,300 total needed.
Currently receiving $500 monthly.

3

Guyana: Winston Abel
Branch Budget is $500 monthly.
Currently receiving $60 – $85 monthly.

4

Haiti: Claudy Jean-Baptiste
Personal support – $600 total needed.
Currently receiving $50 monthly.

5

Indonesia: Purwoko Arsito
Branch Budget is $750 monthly.
Currently receiving $100 monthly.

6

Ivory Coast: Isaiah Bernasko
Branch Budget is $1,470 monthly.
Currently receiving $100 monthly.

7

In Memorial
Gifts in Honor of...
Ruth Lovette by
Women of Faith

Gifts in Memory of...
Bob Hearing by
Berean Fellowship Class

Jimmy Helms by
Robert Helms

Donald Mcinnis by
Sylvia Mcinnis

Mary Ann Gorton by
Clair Gorton

Duane Darrow by
Barbara Darrow

Zachary Ashtee Jarrell by
W. Morrison, Jr.

Loretta Davis by
Eula Keener

Herb Pollard by
Walter Myers

Liberia: Nelson Cyrus
Branch Budget is $270 monthly.
Currently receiving $30 monthly.

8

Myanmar: Philip Thang
Branch Budget is $475 monthly.
Currently receiving $130 monthly.

9

Pakistan: Maqbool Bashir
Branch Budget is $1,209 monthly.
Currently receiving -0- monthly.

10 India Orissa: Samar Pradhan
Personal support – $200 total needed.
Currently receiving -0- monthly.
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Praise
u God answered prayer and provided
the funds needed for SLM Mexico, directed by Manuel and Ruth Lopez, to be able
to complete the second floor and roof of
the church building.
u PhilSOL was in need of a vehicle
for the ministry there and God provided
those funds as well.
u Purwoko Arsito, SLM Indonesia Director, has completed the translation of the
Fishers of Men course into Indonesian.
He was also able to share Understanding
True Love in a school where 75 percent
are Muslim students.
u Daniel Sappor, Director of SLM Ghana, is praising the Lord that the funds
needed to complete the fencing project
were received.
u In a recent quarter, SLM Kenya,
directed by Timothy Kyuli, was able to
print 50,000 New Life 1 lessons, 30,000
New Life 2 lessons, and 39,000 TMC 3
lessons in English, in addition to 7,000
TMC 1 and 10,000 TMC 2 lessons in
Kiswahili.
u Nelson Cyrus, Director of SLM Liberia, is thankful for the eight boxes of lessons that arrived and for the storeroom
that has large shelves to provide storage
for them.
u Joe Homontowski, Director of SLM
Canada, is thankful that they have received their registered charity number
from Canada Revenue after a long process of accomplishing this.
u The semi-annual SLM Board meeting held in September accomplished the
tasks that were before them. We continue
to praise the Lord for the godly men he
has placed on our Board of Directors.
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Prayer
u Not only here in our Madison Discipleship School, but in our forty Discipleship Training Branches, and 2,500 Associate Discipleship Schools, hundreds
of lives are changed each month as they
accept Jesus Christ as Savior through the
study of the Bible lessons. It is exciting
to hear the bell ring here at the International Headquarters as another student
has come to know Christ, and to read or
hear the reports from our missionaries
around the globe about the decisions in
their area.
u Karunakar Jena, Director of the
Northeast Zone of India, is encouraged
with those who have come to know Christ
as Savior through studying the Bible lessons and are then reaching out to their
friends with the lessons and bring them
to Christ. One example from West Bengal, Sanjay Ankure accepted Christ and
shared the booklet he had with 30 of his
friends and 20 of them accepted Christ.
Now they have established a fellowship
group in that area.
u Praise the Lord for safety as our
missionaries travel to represent the Lord
Jesus in various churches and mission
conferences and also to the various
countries where our Discipleship Training
Branches are located to encourage, train,
and minister to those faithful workers.
u We are thankful for the upgrades or
new methods of doing things at the International Headquarters, as finances allow,
to enable us to work more efficiently. God
also provides the ability to learn the new
technologies.
u Praise the Lord that God is in control
of everything and we can trust what He
allows!

u Our Discipleship Training Branches
are preparing for Christmas outreaches.
Pray that they will have the literature they
need for these and that many will respond to the Gospel of Christ and accept
His free gift of salvation. Some started as
early as October.
u Jorge Ovando, Director of SLM Argentina, is praying for $3,800 to be able to
purchase a Riso machine, enabling them
to print the Bible lessons there in order to
save the shipping and customs charges.
u SLM Ghana, directed by Daniel Sappor, will celebrate their 20th Anniversary
in 2017. Pray for the plans and preparations they have to set up a sponsorship package to support education and
job training for needy children, orphans,
abandoned, and destitute children who
have gone through at least three different
SLM Bible courses with certificates given
by churches and schools that regularly
use SLM Bible lessons.
u The disciplers in our Madison Discipleship School and our over 2,500 Associate Discipleship Schools counsel many
students. Pray that they will have God’s
wisdom and clearly answer the student’s
questions in a biblical manner.
u Our Discipleship Training Branches,
especially in Asia, are frequently attacked
physically and spiritually. Pray that God
will protect them as they faithfully serve
Him. Even here in our International Headquarters, some of our faithful missionaries are attacked with physical or family
problems.
u The demand for the Bible lessons in
many of our Discipleship Training Branches is great and funds are needed to be
able to translate and print sufficient quantities of the lessons.

u Vedette Nlandu, Director of SLM
Democratic Republic of Congo, is thankful for the property obtained in the area
of Muanda. He is praying for prepared
hearts for the ones who will serve in the
office being constructed there.
u Pray that the new policies instituted
by the Ministry of Education in Kenya will
not affect the ministry of SLM Kenya. Timothy Kyuli, director of that ministry, also
requests prayer for peace in their nation
so that they can continue to minister.
They are in need of two vehicles and two
motorcycles in order to reach the schools
and train workers in the various areas.
u SLM Liberia is in need of $1,380 for
a projector, laptop computer, and a small
generator that will be used for training.
Another need is for a vehicle to use in
ministry.
u James Byakika, Interim Director of
SLM Uganda, is praying that the shipment
of Bible lessons from the United States
will arrive in a timely manner. He is in
need of a new computer for the ministry.
u Pray for wisdom, guidance, and unity
for our Administrative Cabinet as they
handle the day-to-day decisions that have
to be made for the worldwide ministry of
SLM. A number of the men wear several
“hats” and are responsible for large
areas of the ministry.
u We continue to have need for additional staff and for replacements to be
trained in leadership positions for those
whose age will require them to step down
in the not too distant future.
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